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The finest guidebook ever written for the Big Island. Now you can plan your best vacationâ€”ever.

This all new eighth edition is a candid, humorous guide to everything there is to see and do on the

Big Island. Best-selling author and longtime Hawaiâ€˜i resident, Andrew Doughty, unlocks the

secrets of an island so vast and diverse that many visitors never realize all that it has to offer.

Explore with him as he reveals breathtaking trails, secluded beaches, pristine reefs, delicious places

to dine, relaxing resorts, an active volcano and so much more. Every restaurant, activity provider,

business and resort is reviewed personally and anonymously. This book and a rental car are all you

need to discover what makes the Big Island so exciting. â€¢ The most accurate up-to-date

information available anyplace with up-to-the-minute changes posted to our websiteâ€¢ Frank,

brutally honest reviews of restaurants, hotels and activities show you which companies really are

the bestâ€¦and which to avoidâ€”no advertisementsâ€¢ Driving tours let you structure your trip your

way, point out sights not to be missed along the way and are complemented over 200 spectacular

color photographsâ€¢ 36 specially created maps in an easy-to-follow format with mile markersâ€”so

youâ€™ll always know where you are on the islandâ€¢ ï»¿Clear, concise directions to those

hard-to-find places such as deserted black sand beaches, tropical rain forests, hidden waterfalls, the

most dramatic part of the erupting volcano, freshwater lava pools (some volcanically heated) and

scores of other hidden gems listed nowhere elseâ€¢ ï»¿Exclusive chapter on Big Islandâ€™s

beaches with detailed descriptions including ocean safety â€¢ Unique Activities and Adventures

chapters of exciting activities from ATVs to ziplinesï»¿â€¢ All new and expanded island dining

chapterâ€¢ Fascinating sections on Hawaiâ€˜iâ€™s history, culture, language and legendsï»¿â€¢

Companion website with links to every business, events calendar, 90 resort reviews complete with

aerial photosâ€”so youâ€™ll know if oceanfront really means oceanfront  "ï»¿Hawaii The Big Island

Revealed" covers it allâ€”from the snow-covered top of Mauna Kea, to the sparkling underwater

reefs. This is the best investment you can make for your Big Island visit. Whether you are a first time

visitor, or a longtime kamaâ€˜aina, you will find out more about the Big Island from this book than

from any other source. Discover the island of your dreams with "Hawaii The Big Island Revealed".
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So helpful! We own similar books for two other islands and they have been wonderful helps.

Everything I have reviewed in this book is accurate--even had some "locals" comment on their

surprise with its accuracy. Highly recommended!

We have used the 7th edition for two trips to the Big Island and will use the 8th for our next coming

up. I have the 7th on my phone and will cross reference between the two for day trips where I can

only use the phone. The series is a one of a kind travel guide and sets the bar for all others to

achieve. Doughty and his crew have really done their homework and the guides are written in a

fresh, non boring, conversational style, inserting his sense of humor and personal Aloha for the

islands throughout. In my opinion, this is the best guide for the Big Island, bar none. All the others I

have purchased stay home when we go. Every aspect of your trip is covered whether you be a

blatant pay for all tourist, a do it yourself adventurist, or one caught somewhere in between.

These books are amazing. If you are planning s trip to any of the island I highly recommend them (I

also have them for Oahu, Maui and Kauai). They are way better than your average tour type book.

They have great pictures and describe how to get to places in a way most guides do not.

Very thorough but quite a weighty book to carry about



These guys write the best travel book ever. I have multiple versions of there Hawaii books. Highly

recommended

Extremely informative and helpful. Feel like my first trip to the Big Island will be grand.
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